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Antidot arrays in thin cobalt films have been fabricated with periods ranging from 2 mm down to

100 nm and with different size to separation ratios. The resulting magnetic domains were observed

with a photoemission electron microscope using x-rays. For periods larger than 1 mm, we observe

magnetic domain configurations which substantiate micromagnetic calculations found in the

literature. At smaller periods the domain configuration changes dramatically resulting in chains of

magnetic domains running parallel to the intrinsic hard axis. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic thin films with periodic arrays of nonmagnetic

inclusions, referred to as antidots, have been suggested as a

possible candidate for ultrahigh density storage.1 The demag-

netizing fields associated with the antidots tend to align the

magnetization parallel to the edge of the antidot and for a

magnetic thin film with uniaxial anisotropy, the resulting do-

main configuration contains regions with remanent magneti-

zation parallel to the intrinsic hard axis. These regions can be

used to store bits of information.1,2 Antidot arrays are also of

interest because they significantly modify the switching char-

acteristics in magnetic thin films and it is possible to tailor

both the switching fields and magnetoresistance behavior by

changing the size, separation, and the lattice symmetry and

orientation of the antidots.3–6

In the present study, we have fabricated square lattice

antidot arrays with periods ranging from 2 mm down to

100 nm and observed the magnetic domain configurations

using x-ray photoemission electron microscopy ~PEEM!.7

Being nonintrusive and providing direct imaging of the mag-

netization orientations, this observation technique has a sig-

nificant advantage over magnetic force microscopy studies8,9

and in contrast to Lorentz microscopy,10 no special prepara-

tion of the sample substrate is required.

II. EXPERIMENT

The antidot arrays were fabricated with electron beam

lithography using a lift-off process to transfer the pattern

written in a poly~methylmethacrylate! resist on a Si ~001!
substrate into 10-nm-thick polycrystalline cobalt films. The

films were deposited by dc-magnetron sputtering and have a

1-nm-thick aluminum capping layer to prevent oxidation of

the magnetic film. We produced various antidot separations,

d, with values ranging from just below the antidot period, p,

down to 50 nm. This provides a range of w/d , where w is the

antidot size. A scanning electron microscope ~SEM! image of

the smallest period antidot array, p5100 nm, is shown

Fig. 1. In the image there are three positions where the anti-

dot has not been removed during the lift-off process indicat-

ing that we are close to the minimum size that can be pro-

duced using this lithography process. Due to the limited

resolution of fabrication process, the antidots change in ge-

ometry from square to round holes when w<150 nm. Hys-

teresis loop measurements were carried out on a reference

sample with a continuous cobalt film of thickness, 10 nm,

grown using the same deposition system. The continuous

film displayed a uniaxial anisotropy, which is likely to be due

to a small field ~20–30 Oe! present during sputter deposition.

The anisotropy field has a value of about 50 Oe and an easy

axis coercivity of about 25 Oe.
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FIG. 1. SEM image of smallest antidot array with 100 nm period

(d5w550 nm).
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The imaging was carried out at the SIM beamline11 at

the Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institut, with an Elm-

itec PEEM.12 Employing x-ray magnetic circular dichroism

~XMCD!, the magnetic domains are imaged by tuning the

x-ray energy to the Co L edge. Dividing two images taken

with left and right circular polarized light leads to an XMCD

image where the intensity is a measure of the angle between

the circular x-ray polarization vector, labeled as magnetiza-

tion sensitivity direction in the figures, and the magnetization

in the domains.13 Ferromagnetic domains with magnetization

parallel or antiparallel to the polarization vector appear dark

~black! or light ~white! in the XMCD image and oppositely

magnetized domains with magnetization perpendicular to the

polarization vector will both have the same intermediate

~gray! contrast.

III. DOMAIN OBSERVATIONS

We first investigate the magnetic domain configurations

in the as-grown antidot arrays with p52 mm, and w/d rang-

ing from 0.08 to 3.65. The extent of modification of the thin

film magnetic domain structure increases with increasing

w/d . For w/d,0.9, we observe ‘‘whisker domains’’ which

form at the edges of the antidots to reduce the demagnetiza-

tion energy. For w/d.0.4, the demagnetizing field associ-

ated with the antidots is large enough to induce the formation

of additional domains which run diagonally between anti-

dots. Both whisker and diagonal domains can be seen in

Fig. 2~a!. When w approaches d, we observe a change in the

magnetic domain configuration to a checked domain pattern

with three domain contrasts, which is periodic in two dimen-

sions and commensurate with the antidot array @Fig. 2~b!#.
The whisker, diagonal and checked domain configurations

shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! are comparable to the domain

configurations predicted by micromagnetic theory.4–16

We now concentrate on the antidot arrays with d'w and

observe what happens in the as-grown magnetic state as the

period decreases. Checked domains with two-dimensional

periodicity are also seen for a period of 1 mm. However, at a

period of 400 nm @Fig. 2~c!#, we observe a completely dif-

ferent magnetic configuration: chains of domains running

parallel to the intrinsic hard axis @Fig. 3~b!#. These have dif-

ferent lengths corresponding to multiples of the antidot pe-

riod and, unexpectedly, the magnetization in the dark and

light areas is approximately parallel to the intrinsic hard axis.

Such magnetic domain chains are observed down to an anti-

dot period of 200 nm, which is close to the current resolution

limit of 150 nm of the PEEM microscope. The dark contrast

appears to be a result of chains of domains which diagonally

join antidots. This is reminiscent of the diagonal domains in

Fig. 2~a!, and we believe that similar magnetic energy prin-

ciples govern their formation. Future micromagnetic simula-

tions should clarify the mechanisms behind the formation of

these domains. If the final length of the chains is not defined

by the presence of defects, it may be possible to switch in-

dividual adjacent regions to change the chain length at will,

so providing a method of information storage with the re-

cording track parallel to the chain.

We then observe what happens following demagnetiza-

tion which is carried out by application of a 50 Hz ac-

magnetic field with an amplitude slowly reduced from

150 Oe to zero. For an antidot array with p52 mm and

w/d50.90, we observe a change in the magnetic configura-

tion. Two domains with opposite magnetizations ~D and E!
are now present and separated by a domain boundary pinned

by the antidots. This results in small sections of the wall

pinned diagonally between two antidots, for example, in the

FIG. 2. Magnetic domain configurations in antidot arrays with period and

ratio of antidot size to separation ~a! p52 mm and w/d50.38, ~b!

p52 mm and w/d51.41 and ~c! p5300 nm and w/d51. The black arrows

in ~b! indicate the orientation of the magnetization.
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region delimited by the circle. On application of a 150 Oe

demagnetizing field to antidot arrays with p<400 nm, the

chain domains appear to be stable.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the modification of the magnetiza-

tion distribution in thin magnetic films containing antidot

arrays with a wide range of p and d/w using x-ray PEEM.

The observed magnetic domain configurations for p>1 mm

agree with the predictions of micromagnetic calcu-

lations.14–16 A dramatic change in the magnetic domain con-

figuration at p5400 nm occurs resulting in chains of coupled

magnetic domains running parallel to the intrinsic hard axis.

These results could prove to be important for tailoring of

magnetic thin film properties and storage of magnetic infor-

mation.
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FIG. 3. Magnetic domain configuration in antidot array with period,

p52 mm and ratio of antidot size to separation, w/d50.90, following ap-

plication of a 50 Hz ac-demagnetizing field with amplitude of 150 Oe.
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